The accuracy of anatomical landmarks for locating the carotid sinus.
carotid sinus massage (CSM) is a valuable clinical test for carotid sinus syndrome (CSS) and relies on accurately locating the carotid sinus (CS). in this study, we sought to examine the accuracy of using anatomical landmarks for locating the CS. consecutive patients (n = 20) were recruited prospectively. Two clinicians, trained in CSM, were asked to locate the CS using anatomical landmarks. A point on the skin overlying the CS was then marked by a vascular technician using ultrasound. Accuracy of techniques was compared using intra-class correlation coefficients and Bland-Altman statistics. anatomical landmarks underestimated the CS location by 1.5 ± 1.3 cm. Error extremes ranged from 4 cm below to 2 cm above CS using anatomical landmarks. A moderate correlation between ultrasound and anatomical landmarks was found, r = 0.371 (P = 0.031). this is the first study to characterise the accuracy of standard anatomical landmarks used in CSM. Results suggest that the point of maximal pulsation has the lowest associated error. Future work should examine CSM yield across this and a range of other methodological factors.